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Residents
find homes
off campus

News
Money for a $30,000 reward
hu not yet been fully raised.
As a result, faculty are being
asked to contribute to the
fund. Most of the money
collected al~dy Is from private donations.

•Bester: Nearly 100 students have relocated
offcampus following the arson l4st month in
Hester College.
BY DENISE HIGGINS
AssoaAw Eonol N#O

DoNALD lAWSON
AssisTANT NIWS EDITOI

Hester resident.l, one month removed rr:m their
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homes following an
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Sports
ComJna elf last week's 1osa
Middle Tennessee Scate,
the Murray Slate football
team faces a heaY)'Wefaht .
conference opponent this
week when the Racws travel
to Richmond to face the
Eastern Kentucky Colonels.
to
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Childcare solutions

a

ts

• UIIMD"IIIIIIIIB• aad t1ieJ ptGk
..uouaa said. "We have extended
our hours to 6:80
them."
The
Firat
Step
Leamina
Center and Child Care
8Y lEEANN Waum
alao
baa
ePeDded
houn.
STAff Wllftl
"'We have eUeDded hours to provide child care#DOt
ODly
for studente, but aJao £or people who work 1~
Murray State atudent.a with ehihlnD art aftan
houn,
• Lori Beckmann, an employee at First Step,
plagued with problema 8IIOCiatecl with cbilcbre
said.
options.
Beekmann herielfi1 belaDeiDg eehool with WOI'Idq
Area day care . cen&era provide care fer atudeDta'
at
the center. She is a juniar &om Highland, DL
children. BecaU&e traditional day care ia not alway~
"W.e
epen at 6:30 and close at 6:30," abe said. "That
. convenient for college students, some J.cca1 proviclare
MeiDl~
allow everyone enough time for work and
have adapted their services.
"'We don't charp hourly," Stephanie Thomaa.
-octavia Qai8 cla~) goes to Wee Care," Ishmael
admiDistratDr of Room to Grow Preachool, Mid. -we
P.-,junlor
han Water Valley, said. "'They're real·
charge by day& and half days. Our
aad
begin at noon. Sometimes that iaa't the hMt k col- Jy pod, ad ita cloee to eampua. They have Iota of
lege students. We try to work aa lleet u we caD with kids that flO there. It worb out perfeet)y with my
them (college students). We try to be u tlaib• with echedule. Wheft there are problema with our sc:hedatudenta as we can because they are ~ to better ulee, they Nally work with her mother and me."
• This ,ear Monteesori Discovery School made some
tbemael'V.s."
-we probably have 10 or 12 MSU :etudeDta wbo cbanglas tO help. accouunodate atudent parenta.
"'In the put Murray Mon.teuQri offered only a five
bring their kids here," Melissa EJJrboa-. owner and
director of Murray Day Care, said. -w'e eacl up with day a week prosram," Connie Scarborough, director
a lot because it's within walking diat.anQe olca,mpus." and owner of MonteMori J;)iae()very School, said. "It
PleMe .ee CHILDREN/14
Elkins' facility baa extended its houra becaue of ita

ball..,.-

.....

arson. seard1 for stability by

Paula Hulick, director ot' holaaiog aad reaadence
life, aaid orilinaJly there .... 60 a.ter raidellt.e
who planned on movinc off campus. Tbe gaunt has
slowly rieen at a rate of two to five ltudenta per day
to nearly 90 aa residents tiDd laouaiq 81'!'8Dpmenta outside of the Univeraity.
Since then, Housing has - n very aoeommodating to atudentl aft'eeted by the reloeaUon of reai·
dents. Hulick said they have asked for feedback
from a..ter Nlidenta who felt UDefJIDCortable with
c:urrellt aituatiOna.
HouaiDg placed Kate LacbJ,junier hiD~

son, m·Hart followiD«the ... Beaaue of roommate
difticu1t.iel, abe declined the oft'er, and she lived
with a fiieacl QDtil &he found a new place.
"I never wanted to move off C4QDpua,• Lackey said.
"' wanted to live in the dorma for my four yean. t
didn't want to ao tbreuah \be whole parldnleituatiOIL Nowaat rm here, I lOve it..
Eftatliouch abe ia livina with seven other former
Beater nlidenta, abe loves the .extra apace in her
and ie •ttled in lor the
-rbe atmosphere in the house w homey, but it's
DQl a ~-il$ ~....~.!:\4 ·~it i&

new.._.

•e....

:aev..:r.~.,.~

..

"Before the tl:te, we were a«oae-Jmit family,"' the
said. "After the fire, we became cloaer. Maybe we
took for arantect all the days we bad ~tber and
now we may not see each other every de.y, or maybe

never."
Hulick uicl •veral atwlelita waited and were
hoping Heeter would alntady be open by now. Thoee
movi.ns off campus now 4'1'8 ,_tine to settle for at
least the remainder o£ t. ..-ester. Many of the
students 11UJYin1 have tot« Holick they will return
to .Heater wAin it opena, whe'daer it be. aa soon as it
opene up, next aemeeter or nezt year.
Lackey said she will not move in at the end of the
semester. Next year, however, abe may return.
At this point, allatudenta, except fourth floor reeicleata, will be able to return to Heater before the
end oftbia semester, Hulick~ Fire damap contraetors have ina~ the buildiq and submitted
their bids Wednesday. Residents waitiDg to
back into Heater will have a time line within the

mov,

nest two weeks.
The fourth floor will remain closed for the remain·
der of the academic year. Repairs will beam at the
end of May, after d.iamisaal of the spring semester
cl8111H!S.

Sig Eps face
IFC charges

College friends overlook
disease's stereotype

•Fraternity: Rush infraction charges w.N
brought against SigmiJ Phi Epailon 7Uaday
night by the Interfraternity Council Ez.ecutirJC
Board.

•Prolf'Ul:

7\oo friends
from college presented
•Friendship in the Age of
AIDS• Monday night in
Louett Auditorium.

BY CHRISTINE HALL
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NEWS EOITOI

BY GREG STARK
STAffWiml

Sigma Phi Epsilon will go in front ofthe IFC Judicial
Board in two weeks where it will be decided if the fraternity violated rush rules by accepting six habmen.
If the fraternity is found guilty, it will be fined t900,
$150 for each freshman.
Chris Yandell, president of the IFC, said, the frater·
nity will go in front of the Judicial Board on Oct. 21.
"It will be up to the Judicial Committee to decide
whether or not the fra~mity is guilty1" he said.
Jeremy McKeel, president of Sigma Phi Epailcm. said
the fraternity was able to let in freshmen becaUM of a
new: national rule-ealled the "8a1anC:ed Man Project."
is a new type of membenhip edaicatim project
that eliminates the pledge clau," McKeel ilaid. "We are
now able to bring in whoever we want aDd can recruit
365 days a year. It is no lonpr based on ruab."
McKeel said Sigma Phi Epsilon's national chapter
bas been notified a bout the infraction and will be present at the Oct. 27 meeting.

"We're all in this together."
When T,J. Sullivan heard that
remark made by Mqic Johnson
when be announced be was HIV
positive in 1991, Sullivan said
that was the first time most people took the diaease seriously.
But when be got a caU from
Jt,natiJDe friend. and fraternity
brother c}oel Goldman, the disease took on a dift'erent light in
Sullivan's ey•.
'1t was about three in the after.
noon,• Sullivan said. "I was fixina to pt. off from work. My secretary said, 'You have a phone
call, line oae, it's Joel Goldman.' "
Sullivan firat tho\llht Goldman
was cailiJlg to teU him his new
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Students tilled Lovett AlA~ Monclap evenina to llst:en to the
Informative and entertlllnlftl duo.

SD RELATED STORY/l
address. However, the subject of
the call was different, very differ·
ent.
"For the next few minutes after
he called, I don't remember the
exact words be used," Sullivan
said. "'But for the first time in my
life, one of my very best liiends
told me he was HIV positive."
Golclman and Sullivan were

'7

fraternity brothers at Indiana
University. Goldman was a stu·
dent ambassador and ' helped
show Sullivan the ropes at tu,
invitinc him to parties and introducing him to people. They
formed a long friendship and
kept in touch for several years
after both graduated from col·
lege. Their ·friendship grew
tighter after Goldman revealed
P1a1c ~ec AIDII14
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NewsBriC1l~
Music department
hosts KMTA
Murray State's music
department will host the
Kentucky Music Teachers
Association annual state
convention this weekend.
Convention activities will
include numerous recitals,
lecture
presentations,
competitions and master
classes.
On Saturday and Sunday,
the
Music
Teachers
National Association and
compet1t1ons
Bluegrass
will take place. The various
winners of the competitions will perform in a
recital on Sunday, at 5 p.m.
in the Performing Arts Hall
of the Doyle Fine Arts
Building.
A Kentucky Composers
concert will also take place
Sunday at 8 p.m. in the Farrell Recital Hall. On Monday, at 8 p.m., Enid Katahn
will present a piano recital
in Lovett Auditorium.
For more information
about the KMTA Convention, contact the music
department at 762-4288.

Sup er S aturdays
progr am offered
Murray State announced
its popular Super Saturdays program will now be
available to grade school
students In the McCracken County area.
Super Saturdays will
take place in MSU's newly
renovated Paducah Campus Building on Irvin
Cobb Drive. The program
is open to school children
between Primary I and
5th grade who have been
identified by their school
as gifted and talented or
as academically motivated.
The four-week program
begins Oct. 24 and goes
through Nov. 14 from
9:30 a.m. to noon each
Saturday. Programs and
registration forms are
available from gifted and
talented coordinators at
area schools or by calling
MSU's non-credit program
coordinator in Paducah at
442-4753 or 800-6697654.

Fa ll Senio r D ay
d ates an nounce d
The Murray State school
relations department will
host Fall Senior Day on
Oct. 3 I and Nov. 21 in the
Curris Center. Fall Senior
Day is an open house for
high school seniors to get
information on admission
procedures, financial aid,
scholarships,
academic
majors and student organizations.
On Oct. 3 I, the open
house will be held from 8
a.m. to I p.m., and students will receive tickets
for the MSU football game
that day. The Nov. 21 open
house will be held from
noon to 5 p.m. The event
is free.
For more information
contact jennifer Young at
762-2896 or 800-2724MSU.

.

Briefs compiled by Heather
Martin, staff writer.
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Napping helps body relieve fatigue, stress
•Sleep: Napping is a
healthy way to replenish
the body with sleep and
there are many places on
campus people relax.
BY L EE RETZLAFF
CONTRIBUTING W RITEII

Napping at Murray State is
an epidemic, but nothing to
worry about.
"I think everybody should
nap, like preschool," Terry
Stewart, sophomore from
Madisonville, said. "lf I don't
nap, I'm sluggish, not motivat·
ed to do anything."
Stewart said he naps for
about an hour about twice a
week.
When asked why she naps,
Jenny Hengehold, junior from
Edwardsville,
Ill.,
said,
"Because I get up at 5:30 in the
morning."
Hengehold rows for the crew
team and rises early to practice
on Kentucky Lake. She said
napping helps compensate for
the five or six hours of sleep she
gets a night.
Different people need different amounts of sleep. Yet a
majority of people need about

eight hours. Renae Duncan,
assistant professor of psychology, says getting those eight
hours is important.
"Even bemg one hour short
on the amount of sleep that you
need actually can get in the
way on test performance, in
your ability to learn and in how
well you do on your job," Duncan said. "Getting that eight
hours is a real important
thing."
Duncan encourages napping.
"Napping has been found to
be related to both physical and
psychological health," she said.
Naps should last around 20
minutes. Duncan said anything
longer may leave a person feeling groggy and sluggish upon
awakening.
Many Murray State students
do not get their necessary
hours of sleep. This may
explain why some choose to
nap.
Brad Keizer may lack sleep
for a common reason on campus.
"I get up way too early for my
late-night habits;" he said.
Amy Proctor, sophomore
from Garden City, Mich., says
she works well on five hours of
sleep. Still, she takes half-hour

Danny Voweii!The News

Mark Porter, senior from W ise, Va., takes a nap be tween his classes o n one of the picnic tables in
the breezeway of Blackbur n Science Building Tuesd ay afte rnoon.

naps two or three times a week. for napping, except class, Dun"I'm a procrastinator," she can said~
said. "I'm doing studying, laun"You can go to the Curris
dry, at two in the morning. 1 Center, under a tree, just about
think it is a good thing (to nap) anywhere," she said. "You don't
as long as you don't do it too have to go all the way back ~
much."
the dorms or your apartment.
Just about any place ia fine
"Some people can actually

Forum addresses adult ordinance
The committee recommended the city
•Ordina n ce: The Murray City businesses, regulatory measures and
constitutional
limitations
on
public
nudicouncil
pass three ordinances. One
Coun~il is. hearing research about
what laws can be enforced on sexu- ty laws.
would re81Jlate sexually-orientated busi·
Adams said during the meeting the nesses. The second would be to amend
ally·orien.ted businesses.
BY JAkE BURGESS
SENIOR STAFF W RITR

The ad hoc committee researching a
proposed law that would ~ate sexual·
ly-oriented businesses has scheduled a
public hearing next week for Murray ci~
izens to voice their concerns.

city cannot legally out law adult-oriented
businesses because of First Amendment
rights but can place regulations on the
businesses.
"Regulations allow us to control f.he
location and the types of businesses,"
Adams said.
Some of the secondary effects Adams

said were prostitution, criminal activity,
health problems and decreased property
Chip Adama, assistant city attorney, and real state values,
said the public forums will allow the
Adams said one city found semen, on
public to discuss the possible secondary the floor of one adult-oriened business.
effects that come from sexually-oriented He also said one city found sexually
businesses. He also said without a public explicit magazines on the street.
forum the law could not stand up to a
Adams said none of these secondary
lawsuit.
effects have hit Murray, but the United
Last week at the Murray City Council States Supreme Court does allow for
meeting the ad hoc committee on adult cities to make re~tions before the sec·
entertainment released a report on the ondary effects happen. He brought up
findings since July, after the opening of the recent incident of a stabbing at an
the Murray Men's Club. The report adult entertainment business in
looked at zoning laws, places to put adUlt Puryear, Tenn.

the zoning laws on locations for the bills.
The last would be on a public nudity law.
Adams said the public nudity law
would have to allow for such musicals as
..Hair," which includes a nude scene, arid
art. exhibits containing nudity. He also
said breast feeding might also be included t'n the public nudt'ty ordm·ance.
The city council passed a moratorium
in July that would not allow a sexuallyoriented business to locate in Murray
until a law was passed. This moratorium
has stopped one adult bookstore from
opening in Murray.
The public hearing will be held on
Monday at Murray High School cafeteria
at 7 p.m.
The committee is hoping to have all
three ordinances passed by the end of the
year.

nap for five minutes, or two or
three minutes, and that can be
good," Duncan said.
Duncan cautioned that a
good 20-minute nap cannot
take the place of longer sleeping hours.
Yet she added, "It is better
than nothing."

Sorority
housing ·
underway
•Hou sing: The sorority
meeting houses are scheduled to be finished by the
first of the year.
Bv GREG STARK
STAff WRITER

The construction of sorority
meeting rooms has begun, on
Poplar Street.
The meeting rooms will not
house the sororities, but will
serve as meetings place for
those organizations, Ginny
Richerson, adviser to the Pan·
hellenic Council, said.
"They could have their
retreats over there," she said.
"It's up to the discretion ofthe
sororities what they will have
over there."
Originally, the meeting
rooms were to be completed
Aug. 1, but delays kept construction from beginning until
a few weeks ago.
"I have no idea when it is
going to be done," she said.
"Tentatively, they should be
done by January."

AIDS testing available outside University
themselves tested because of the psychances of contracting the virus.
"The rate of transmission on a Uni· chological issues that confront a person
versity campus would be much higher just by being tested, Garfield said. The
due to a greater number of partners highest risk factors are still intravenous
from different areas of the country and drug use and anal sex. Garfield said
the mix of alcohol and sex," she said. many people are living in fear of the dis"The highest numbers of AIDS cases we ease even when they have very little
are seeing is in the 24 to 34 age range, reason.
BY j ENNIFER SACHARNOSICI
The argument is made in the Decemwhich means they contracted the virus
EDITOR·IN·CHIEF
up to 10 years prior."
ber 1985 article in Discover that "AIDS
To perform testing on campus, Man- is a sexually transmissible disease
Although Murray State Health Services has made great strides in its grum said she would need only space in almost only in the sense that it can be
planned parenthood program and test- which to counsel the students and take transmitted by anal intercourse." The
ing of sexually-transmitted diseases, it a blood sample. Health Services would article also states vaginal intercourse is
is unlikely that it will ever do on-cam- be the first choice; however, the Curris not conducive to allowing a virus like
Center is another possibility.
pus AIDS testing.
AIDS entry'to the bloodstream because
Garfield said Health Services has a of the thick vaginal walls that protect it
Roberta Garfield, certified nurse practitioner and director of Health Services, policy of only allowing certified medical from rupturing. Although the article
said the primary reason Health Services technologists to draw blood for any type does not deny the possibility of contract·
would not offer the test is to avoid dupli- of testing. Therefore, Mangrum would ing the disease through vaginal intercating services already offered through not be allowed to take the sample in the course, it suggests it is unlikely.
facility. The policy is not legally bind- Researchers are still battling the same
other local facilities.
"We can't be all things to all people," ing; however, Garfield said she takes on questions as those presented in the
she said. "I recommend people to the a huge legal responsibility if she allows 1985 article.
Calloway County Health Center. It is a others to take blood samples and she
According to a report by the Center
prefers to stay within her comfort zone.
program they do very welL" ·
for Disease Control and Prevention, an
On an average of two times per month Because only one of the seven employ- estimated 40,000 new people are infectthe public health department offers ees at Health Services is qualified to ed with HIV each year. However, the
free, anonymous AIDS testing. The test- draw the blood, she said it would put an CDC released information last week
ing is paid for by the state and per- additional responsibility on the already stating the death rate from HIV infec.
formed by Cindy Mangrum, R.N. and strained staff.
said
although
the
testing tion dropped an unprecedented 47 perGarfield
also
HIV testing/counseling specialist. Mancent in 1997. HIV infection fell from the
grum travels to different sites in the is free to the recipient, society is paying
eighth
to the 14th 'teading cause of
area including other public health through its tax dollars. She said random
death
overall
in the United States. HIV
departments, jails and drug interven- testing isn't prudent because of the
also
dropped
from
the leading cause of
number of cases found positive.
tion centers, to perform tests.
death
for
those
aged
25 to 44, in 1995, to
"If 100 people have sex with someone
Mangrum said she believes on-camthe
fifth
leading
in
1997.
pus AIDS testing would encourage with HIV, maybe only one will contract
Both Mangrum and Garfield said they
those students who would not otherwise the virus," she said.
Students should evaluate their risk . believe education is necessary to preseek testing. She also said the risks
factors
before deciding whether to have vent the spread of AIDS and testing is
which college students take raise their

•AIDS: Murray State may never
have on-campus testing because of
Health Services' policies and concern about costs and risk factors.

EZi:Z

=en-

essential, but Garfield said her concern
is over-testing a population that is not a
high risk.
Although many schools refer students
to the public heath department, West·
ern Kentucky University offers confidential, not anonymous, testing for students. The cost of a state-processed test
is $5, which takes three to four weeks
for results. For faster results, 24 to 48
hours, students may request the test to
be sent to an outside lab at a cost of$26.
The program began approximately
seven years ago.
"In the early stages of the AIDS epidemic w~ sent the :students to the public
health department," Lucy Ritter, associate director of student health services at
Western, said. "We realized that the
more stumbling blocks you put in the
way of the students the less likely they
are to take the initiative."
Students at Western pay a $30 health
service fee compared to $10 at Murray
State. Ritter said health services will
waive the $5 fee for state testing for several days a year, during healthy living
week or on world AIDS day. During the
two-to-three day period, she said the
fac ility may test 35 to 40 students.
AIDS testing in the Curris Center is
still an option, Don Robertson, vicepresident of Student Affairs said. Although
he has not yet discussed the possibility
with Curris Center Director Jim Baurer, he said his first reaction is that "we
should be cooperative."
Free testing will be done at the Calloway County Health Center, located at
701 Olive St., from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
Oct. 26.
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Reward comes from private donations
•Hester: The reward for
the person who has any
clues to who started the
Hester fire is coming from
private donations.
BY DONALD lAWSON
ASSISTANT NEW~ EDITOit

Some people on campus have
voiced concerns about where
$30,000 of reward money is
coming from.
As of now, the money has not
yet been completely raised.
The award goes to the person
who has information leading to
the arrest and conviction of the
person who set the fatal Hester
Fire.
The money is being taken
from the Hester College Emergency Fund established by the
MSU Foundation. This fund
comes from an emergency fund
the foundation set up in 1991.
The fund set up by the foundation is separate from the

Hest.er College Relief Funds set
up by the Student Government
Association.
The MSU Foundation is
responsible for handling all
contributions to the University
and decides how those contributions are used.
Tim Miller, executive director of the MSU Foundation,
said the foundation is receiving
contributions for the emergency fund but people cannot
contribute directly to the the
reward fund.
"We are receiving money for
the emergency fund," Miller
said. "We set up a separate
account for the reward."
The reward money comes
from the Hester College Emergency Fund.
Miller said the reason the
MSU Foundation is handling
the reward is because the state
prohibits the University from
offering a reward on its own.
Therefore, all the money must
be donated.

Miller said although people
cannot contribute directly to
the reward, they can request
their donation go toward it.
Money remaining in the fund
will go to the relief efforts of
Hester College.
In an effort to help raise
money for the emergency fund,
Ann Landini, Faculty Senate
President, r eleased a memo
making faculty aware of contributions they can make to the
fund.
Dick Dougherty, art department chair, said he thinks
requesting contributions is a
good idea.
"Anything that will help try
to resolve this or get information about this should be helpful," Dougherty said. "It's all a
positive thing. Sometimes
things like this must be done."
History Professor 'Charlotte
Beahan agrees faculty contributions are a good idea, but
feels faculty can help in other
ways.

"At this point, faculty is
working hard to help students,"
Beahan said. "This is above
and beyond the call of duty.
This seems more appropriate
for Alumni."
Miller said the foundation is
continuing to take donations
and people have been making
pledges. When the arsonist is
found, those people who made
the pledges will be called.
Just because a reward is
high, it may not mean a person
will give the proper information for an arrest.
Chuck Robertson, Kentucky
State Police public affairs officer, said the amount of money
depends on the person.
"There may be someone out
there now that has the information and is waiting for more
money," Robertson said.
Robertson added the Mayfield Post has received a minimal number of calls about the
fire. If anyone has information,
calll-800-27ARSON.

FLC asks for donations following theft
-Theft: The Foreign Language Club
had $30 and three 2-liter soft drinks
stolen from the Curris Center last
Thursday.

''we are changing our
rou tine so this does n ot
happen again.''
-8TEPJwmt

BY C HRISTINE H ALL
NEWS EDITOit

ScHEIDlER,

ADVISElt, FOREIGN l.M'GUAG£ C LUB

Cinema International was the latest site
of a theft last Thursday when $30 and
three 2-liter bottles of soft drinks were
stolen from a room in the Curris Center.
The Foreign Language Club is in charge
of selling concessions for each international movie in the Curris Center Theater.
Stephanie Schekner, faculty adviser to
the Foreign Language Club, said the club
will no longer leave the money in the Curria Center.

"We used to leave it locked up in a locked
room because it was the most convenient
thing to do," she said. "A different person
sells concessions each night, and it would
be a hassle-to have it in a different place."
Schekner said she thought only two or
three people had access to the room where
the money and supplies were kept.
"I found out more people had access to
the room than previously thought,"

Schekner said. "We are changing our routine so this does not happen again."
The money r aised from concessions during the weekend goes to scholarships for
members of the Foreign Language Club.
Schekner said the $30 stolen was usually
the average amount made every weekend.
'This is the amount we usually make in
a weekend, so we h ave to find a way to get
it back," she said.
She said the Foreign Language Club is
asking for donations to help replenish the
account.
"We will probably be setting up a cup for
donations at movies in the future,"
Schekner said.
Schekner said any donation is welcome,
and people can drop them off at the office
in the department of foreign language on
the fourth floor of Faculty Hall.

Police Beat
Oct. 7, 1998
12:23 a.m. Hart College reported a smoke odor In the fourth floor stairwell. The odor was coming from a construction site behind Wai-Mart from
brush being burned. The fire alarm was activated by a student on the second floor.
'
12:45 p.m. An ambulance was dispatched to Health Services for a male
student who sprayed chemical mace near a passerby. The case is under
investigation.
7:50 p.m. An ambulance was dispatched to Faculty Hall Room 207 for a
female student having stomach pains. She was transported to Murray·
Calloway County Hospital for treatment.
8:59 p.m. A citation was issued to Larrah Perry for disregarding a stop
sign and no operator's license.
Oct. 8, 1998
4:35 p.m. There was a complaint on people throwing a football and hitting cars near Hart College.
7:05 p.m. Vert Todd reported the theft of $30 cash and three 2·1iter bot·
ties of soft drinks belonging to the Foreign Language Club taken from the
Curris Center.
8:44 p.m. A citation was issued to Mancell Elam for disregarding a stop
sign, no insurance and no operator's license.
10:55 p.m. A citation was issued to Teresa 0 . Carey for disregarding a
stop sign.
Oct. 9,1998
4:13 p.m. Dennis Edmonson reported his bicycle was taken from near
•
Hart College.
7:49 p.m. A citation was issued to Robert Deardorff for disregarding a
stop sign and having no operator's license.
Oct. 10, 1998
8:58 p.m. There was an auto accident in the stadium parking lot. No
injuries were reported.

Oct. 11, 1998
7:38 p.m. There was a fire alann in Hart College because of a smoke
detector on the second floor. Officers were in the building when the alarm
was activitated.
8:11p.m. Kurt Devine reported the theft of a rodeo bag from behind Rich·
mond College.
9:20 p.m. Tony Brannon reported a window broken out of his vehicle
while parked behind the Howton Agriculture Building.
Oct. 12, 1998
11:07 p.m. Courtney Sutherland reported the theft of clothing from a
dryer. At 11 :36 p.m. the clothing was returned. It had been taken by mistake.
Racer Escorts - 38

Motorist Asalats - 4 •

•

Information for Police Beat gathered and compiled by Christine Hall,
news editor, from materials available from the Public Safety office.

DEADLINES

MID-TERM GRADES
•

Undergraduates ONLY
Mid-term grades will be mailed to the
Residential Colleges.
All grades for undergraduates off-campus
must be picked up starting Wednesday, Oct.
21 at the Registration Office, Sparks Hall
Lobby.
Photo J.D. Required

Monday, Oct. 19
Second half-semester courses begin. Check dates
on five-week courses.
Friday, Oct. 30
Last Day to drop any full-semester course
Call RACER TOUCH 762-3500
Students will receive grade of "W" (no penalty)
Last day to change any full-semester course
·from credit to Audit. Permission form must.
have full sJgnatures of both the student's adviser
and the professor of the course. Bring
completed form to the Registration Office, Sparks
Hall Lobby.

ViewPoint
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Reward money not available tO students ·

Q•

The $30,000 reward offered to any
student with information leading to
the arrest and conviction of the arsonist is not available for University disposal. The money is not yet there.
Murray State is soliciting funds to
use as a reward for inforTilation leading to the arrest of the Hester College
arsonist. The scholarship is waiting,
but the reward money is not yet present. The MSU Foundation is taking
pledges from alumni, faculty and anyone else willing to donate funds. These
pledges will be called in when a tip
leading to an arrest is made.
The Hester Emergency Relief Fund
was actually started in 1991 for any
tragedies that may occur, such as the
fire. The relief fund will be used for
anything the students need or for the

What are your plans for

F.all Break?

Name: Kelly
Clem
Major: Radio/T.V.
Year: Junio,r
Hometown:
Goshen
.. I'm going to
my best friends
wedding."

pledges have donated to both.
There has been limited success in
offering rewards to capture criminals,
Issue: Murray State is t ak- therefore, we think the reward money
is not needed. If someone was going to
ing donations for the
come forth with a name, that person
reward money.
would have already done it by now:
The $30,000 reward has been posted
for weeks and has received wide pub·
Position: Murray St ate
licity. If someone out there knows who
should not offer reward
committed this crime, that person is
not telling.
money.
Currently, a very competent group
repairs to the building, but some of the of investigators arc working on the
reward money is also coming out of case. These people are getting paid to
do this. The taxpayers money is going
this fund.
When pledges call to donate funds toward their paycheck, or what we
they are asked if they want their would call it, their reward. Why offer
money going toward the Hester Relief such a large some of money to a stu·
Fund or the reward fund. Some dent with information when the inves-

Our l7t~eu;

tigators are getting paid to catch this
person.
The University can help the Hester
College investigation in other ways
than providing reward money. We
think the University should be keeping closer ties with the Kentucky
State Police and other officials who
are investigating the crime. The
reward money has been a flop since
the signs were hung all over campus.
We want the arsonist caught just as
much as everyone else, but we feel
there are better ways than with
reward money. We are confident the
investigators are doing all they can to
catch this criminal.
Murray State simply needs to let the
officials do their jobs, and usc this
money for the University.

Name: Corey
Wyatt
Major: Political
Science ·
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Marshall County
"I'm going
home."

My
View
LORI
BURLING

The View
adds life
to tube

Name: Hiromi
Fukuoka
Major: Undeclare
Year: Freshman
Hometown: Japan
"I'm going to
Nashville with
my friends."

-SH•C

H IV testing free for stuJients
The Calloway County Health Center
will test for the HIV virus Oct. 26, and

Name: Grant
Quertermous
Major: History
Year: Freshman
Hometown:
Paducah
"I'm going home
and heading to
Nashville.''

-.;;;~il;4;::

Name: Susan
Moulder
Major:
Advertising
Year: Senior
Hometown:
New Zealand
"I'm going to
swing like crazy in Cincinnati,
swing dancing that is.''
Heather Martin/Staff
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the question has been raised as to why
Health Services on Murray State's campus does not offer this test. The answer
is simple. If a person is tested at Health
Services, the student's confidentiality is
lessened.
If a student were to get tested at
Health Services, the test would have to
go on the student's file at Health Services, whereas if the student goes to the
Public Health Department, the student
does not even have to give his or her
name. Students simply get a number
and the health department has thetn on
file as a number, nothing more.
Another question raised is why do we
care if our confidentiality is lessened.
Other than the embarrassment some
students may feel, there is another
more important factor, a fact many students may not be aware of. If students
feel they may be at risk of contracting
the HIV virus, they should get tested,
but as stated before, they should go to a
health department. The reasoning
behind this is insurance companies
have the right to look at their applicants medical records and Health Services has access to these records. If an
insurance company called Health Services and was told the student had
received a HIV test, it would put the
student at a higher risk in the insur-

Our l7fetu
Issue: HIV tests are available to students.
Position: Students should
take the opportunity and
get tested.
ance companies' eyes. The company
could increase the insurance for the
simple fact the student may be involving themselves in activities that put
the\fl at a higher risk at getting the HJV
virus. Companies can do this even if the
students' test came back negative.
The insurance company sees the simple fact the test was taken and they
assume their applicant is putting 't hemselves at risk. The companies do not
understand that everyone needs to be
tested whether they are at a high risk or
not.
If a student goes to a public health
department, they have no record of the
student taking the test, they simply
have a number. So to increase the students confidentiality and privacy, this is
why Health Services does not offer HIV
testing.
We also feel it is very important for
students to get tested for this virus.
Take advantage of the free testing

offered by the health department.
For the students who are wondering if
they are at risk, the answer is everyone
is at risk if they participate in sexual
activities and/or they are IV drug users.
Students who are participating in sexu·
al intercourse without using protection,
engage in anal sex or are IV drug users
are at a higher risk than other students.
Students need to realize none of us
arc immortal. We, as students tend to
think about short term consequences,
such as pregnancy, rather than thinking about long term effects, such as the
HIV virus that could eventually turn
into AIDS, which can lead to an early
death.
We are not trying to scare students by
saying there have been positive tests on
campus because we don't know that.
We're simply trying to make students
aware of the epidemic. Men and women
need to take responsibility for their
actions, such as participating in the
above activities.
The Calloway County Health Center
is located at 701 Olive Street and the
phone number is 753-3381. If students
have any questions please contact the
department.
And remember, the test is for your
own good. The only way we can stop the
spreading of this epidemic is to get test·
ed and know we may be carrying the
virus.

Your Viezus
University needs until the fire w'as residents on what is whole ordeal the com- we all know the real
to stop t a k ing extinguished, because going on except munity, students and truth.
the fire trucks were through a letter in the faculty have been
credit for help
To the Editor:
This letter is directed
toward
Kern
Alexander. Can you
recall where you were
at 2:30 a .m. on Sept.
18? Well , I can, very
vividly in fact. I was
standing on the West
side of Hester watch·
ing my friends on the
fourth floor screaming
for help and hanging
out their windows as
smoke poured out all
around them. And that
was all I could do, was
just stand there like
everyone else, including the firefighters.
There were guys on
the far end of the
building that had to
remain in their rooms

not allowed to pull
onto the grass. Why
was this? Was it
because it would interfere with campus
beautification? It is
wonderful to know
that shrubbery is
more important than
the lives of your students. I am sure you
would expect them to
bend those rules if it
were your home on
fire, but it wasn't, it
was ours. I was a Hes·
ter resident and have
since moved off campus because I 'no
longer fee l safe in the
dorms.
It amazes me that
you have yet to really
comment to Hester

school paper. However, according to Todd
Earwood, who was not
even a resident in
Hester, you keep him
well informed, while
the rest of us just
remain in the dark.
WelJ Kern, I think it
is time you step out
from behind your cozy
desk and out of your
well landscaped build·
ing and meet with the
students, face to face.
We are tired of dealing
with all those who are
beneath you. It is our
tuition that pays your
salary, and it is time
you meet those who
take care of you so
well.
Throughout
this

wonderful with help- Whitney Knopp
ing out those who Hester Refugee
lived in Hester, and Fisherville
we greatly appreciate
that. But where has The Murray State
News welcomes com·
the University been?
mentaries and letters
They have sat back
and watched as every- to the editor. Letters
should be 300 words
one else has pitched
or less and must be
in.
signed.
Contributors
I do not recall ever
should
include
seeing Earwood or you
addresses
and
phone
out there helping ~ll of
numbers
for
verifica·
us carry out our blacktion. Please include
ened belongings or did
hometown , classificayou ever once offer to
tion, title or relation·
open up your own
ship to the Universihome to those who
ty. to submit a comneeded a place to stay.
mentary call 762·
No, I think not. So 4468. The News
next time before sayreserves the right to
ing how much you
edit for style, length
have done for us,
and content.
please don't, because

I was watching The View
Monday morning before I went
to class. The View is about four
women who host the show and
basically talk about different
topics. Sometimes they have
guest stars that appear ... I
think Monday it was Jack
Wagner ... but anyway, I was
-appalled at some of the infprmation I learned about the
American people before class.
The hosts were asking viewers to e-mail them during the
show to see if they thought oral
sex was in fact considered sex.
To my disbelief, 54 percent of
the viewers felt that oral sex is
sex, while 44 percent said it
was not sex. Then Jack Wagner said any kind of groping or
intimate touching he feels
would be considered sex.
This is insane. How long will
it take for people to start considering French kissing as sex.
Oral sex is not sex. According
to Webster's Third New Inter·
national Dictionary, sexual
intercourse is defined as heterosexual intercourse involving
penetration of the vagina by '
the penis. Period. End of question.
I just find this statistic very
hard to believe. I mean it was
only approximately 12,000 people, but still, ignorance will get
a person nowhere fast. Yes, I
agree oral sex is a type of stim~
ulation that could be considered just as intimate as sex,
but it's not sexual intercourse.
I mean, does that mean all of
those virgins who are waiting
until marriage have actually
lost their virginity because
they've turned to other prac·
tices rather than intercourse? I
would like to hear some of their
views or even the people that emailed The View. I would also
like to bear their reasoning
behind their feelings.
I think their whole reasoning
behind this relates back to the
Clinion scandal. I think these •
people just want to make Clinton look worse in the public
eye. If The View had taken a
poll a couple of weeks befor~
the whole scandal, I bet the
numbers would be a lot different. There would be many
more people who did not consider oral sex as sex.
People are reading more into
things these days. Sex is sex.
The reasoning behind why peo·
ple have sexual intercourse is
for enjoyment and to procreate.
While some, probably many,
may get enjoyment in oral sex,
I'm not seeing any babies being
made.

OPED
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MP3s raise ire of record companies
A ,couple of years ago, all I knew to
do with a computer was turn it on,
play Solitaire and perhaps type a
paper.
My, how time8 have changed.
Now, 1 can get onto the Internet,
download ilems and scan pictures
with my scanner. A few days ago, I
learned how to put tracks off my audio
CD onto my hard drive and change
them into little files callc4 MP3s.
I downloaded a couple of programs,
and barn, I can hear my favorite songs
on the computer without having to put
my CDs in. And they l:iound as clear as
a bell.
Well, one might ask if this is legal.
Funny I should mention this question,
because the legalities of MP3s
appeared in an article in USA Today

November, the price should rnnge
around
the $200 mark. The Rio is a
My
digital device about the size of a pager,
and one can put MP3s for listening
()jJinion
pleasure on this device.
The problem the recording industry
GREG
has with this is many with Internet
access can get the music free. Free is
STARK
good. isn't it? Not if you are the record
company.
I can put the Beatles on my hard
drive and listen to it, and it will be
Monday. It seems the Recording OK. Now, if I created a web site and
Industry Association of America posted Beatles MP3s on it, then I
wants to keep Diamond Multimedia of would be in trouble, I would have
San Jose, Calif. from distributing its lawyers wanting a piece of me, just
Rio player to U.S. stores.
because 1 put a copy of "HeIter SkclThe Rio player is the second ter" on the Internet.
portable MP3 player to be available to
The bottom line is, if you want to
the U.S. market. Set for shipment in make MP3s, it's best to keep them to

In

'

Domineering women
arouse male interest

yourself.
I don't advocate downloading free
copyrighted MP3s, but this is how you
download MP3s, copyrighted or
uncopyrighted, and how you put them
on your computer.
Step 1: The best site for any MP3
user is WW\Y.MP3.com. Go there and
download the WinAmp MP3 Player.
This program is offered as shareware
and may be downloaded free for a trial
period. Users are then asked to pay for
the product on the honor system. It
should use about 400 kilobytes of your
hard drive. Most MP3s will range
from one megabyte to two megabytes.
Step 2: Once the player is down·
loaded and set up, download an MP3
file. MP3.com offers files to be downloaded legally, of course.

Step 3: After the file is downloaded,
play it.
Optional: If you want to make MP3s
out of your own CD tracks, MP3.com
offers freeware versions of those programs, known as CD rippers. Freeware programs are different from
shareware programs in that the person downloading is never asked to pay
a charge for use of the software, on an
honor system or otherwise. One of the
best is Audiograbber. Even though it
will only allow you to download half
the tracks off a CD, it will make it easier to listen to your favorite songs
whenever you want.

Greg Stark is a staff writer for The
Murray State News.
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So rm at this party. The beautiful sounds of
DJ Fred pound through the room, the hooch
In My
flows like water, the beautiful rucas are
everywhere.. .love and alcoholism abound.
The atmosphere is perfect. The lighting is
just right. Most of the girls ~tre drunk. By all
ROBERT
odds, I stand a damn good chance.
By 2:30, I'm sucking face with a redhead.
BROWN
By 3:30, I've got a phone number in my pocket, and my other hand is holding a cigarette.
I called. She didn't.
I left messages. She ignored them.
actual meaning was "I don't Jove you anyBut I digress. Screw her; there are more
more?" Is there some lucky sap whose femiimportant issues here. Issues which demand
nine counterpart has not given him an icy
my attention, i.e. the iniquities ofwomen.
stare for no reason at all? I think not.
I heard a joke the other day. Adam is in the
In my own personal experience, another •
Garden of Eden, talking to God. He tells God
girlfriend, thankfully an ex, once berated me
he is lonely, and God decides to give him a
for two hours for what she called "skirt watchmate. For an arm and a leg, he11 give Adam a
ing." When I tried to explain to her it was
mate that is kind, smart, funny, rational, formerely "artistic appreciation of the female
giving and faithful. Adam responds, "What
form,"
she promptly revoked my visitation,
can I get for a rib?"
phone
a
nd clothing storage privileges. There I
If you thought that joke was in bad taste,
was,
outside
the dorm, shack-up bag in hand,
don't read on. If you•;e laughing, albeit gUiltiwond~ring what the hell had just happened.
ly, keep going. It. only gets worse from here.
Lest I seem too misogynistic, I will say the
There are two main complaints those of the
male gender have with those of the female lady in question had never looked better than
persuasion. First is a blatant denial of all she did when she booted me from the room.
things rational , t.o the point of denying the There is nothing, act of God, force of nature or
existence of rationality. Second is a predispo- creation of man, nearly as beautiful as a very,
sition toward the playing of mind games both very angry woman.
intentional and unintentional, at all times,
So keep on, oh fairer sex. Be as crazy as you
and for some reason or no reason at all.
like. Those of us who are resigned to your psyI once had a girlfriend I had dated for the chosis will always put up with you. We would,
lengthy duration of two weeks tell me she however, appreciate your knowledge for every
thought 1 drank too much. It took her two complaint you have about the stupidity of
weeks to notice? I think not. In the argument men, we have two about the questionable sanensued it came out that she just wanted to
ity of women.
have an argument.
Not that all of you ladies are insarie. Many
Ladies and gentlemen, that is ill, mentally
ilL No one SANE wants an argument. They women, some women, well, a few women, are
suck. Making up can be fun, but an argument rational and grounded. We men salute and
for argument's sake? Proof of the feminine appreciate these tributes to femininity. AP. for
desire for intrigue, mind game of choice for the rest of you...
I want my rib back.
women worldwide.
Is there a man left out there whose girlfriend has not yet analyzed the tones, eddies Robert Brown is a junior theatre and journaland currents of his "Hello" to determine the ism major from Owensboro.
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Candidate runs on legislature session promises
Each week, your newspaper provides an important forum for Kentuckians seeking important information on their local, state and federal
government. I congratulate you and
your staff on the excellent work you do
in presenting opinions that help citizens balance their views on subjects
that affect the future of our Commonwealth.
This November, Kentucky voters
can.clairn a more efficient, responsive
government as their own . By voting
"yes" for a constitutional amendment
allowing the legislature to meet annually instead of every two years, our
Commonwealth can move decisively to
meet the challenges of the 21st century.
With a short, 25-day session in oddnumbered years, Kentucky legislators
can more effectively address the rapid
changes of the modern era, coping
with problems as they arise, shifts in
the economy and new federal mandates and initiatives demanding quick
action.
Citizens are not hungry for more
government but more eflective government. Annual sessions will accomplish
that. At last count, 43 states have
adopted this modern approach. It's
past time we discard the biennial ses-

zen legislature."
The legislature is composed of individuals from a variety of backgrounds,
()jJiJlion
including business, labor, teachers,
lawyers and framers. All are deeply
committed
to their part-time jobs as
lARRY
public
servants,
but as citizens, all
SAUNDERS
must make a living at full-time jobs.
Knowing when we are due in .Frankfort will allow us to do our civic jobs
better without the unplanned economsions of the 19th century as well.
ic disruption that special sessions
Annual sessions will cut down on bring. Too many able lawmakers in
the number of special sessions that recent years have left the General
are called to address "crisis"
situa- Assembly citing just that concern.
,
tions. In fact, if we meet each year, They couldn't make a living under the
and mind the store as a legislature current uncertainty. It would be a
properly should. fewer problem issues shame. and a perversion of democracy,
will ever reach the boiling point.
if only the independently wealthy
True, the governor will still have the could afford the "luxury" of serving in
power to call the legislature into the people's branch of government.
extraordinary meetings, but they will
With annual sessions too, the Kensurely be less frequent and certainly a tucky General Assembly and its
harder sell to the public. A hastily research staff can operate with more
called special session between annual certainty and preparation.
sessions would raise an immediate red
The Kentucky General Assembly
flag with the public who would wonder must now deal with hundreds of legwhy can't this issue await action for islative proposals in just 60 days every
just a few weeks or months.
two years. By providing for a more
That pressure to reduce special ses- orderly introduction of legislative
sions would save money, but it would issues in a shortened session during
also preserve something just as pre- the off years. we can decrease the lastcious: the democratic notion of a "cit i mmute logjam so common in the fmal

In My

days of our current system.
Greater bureaucratic accountability ·
Annual sessions also make good will be another welcome benefit of a
business sense for the state. No one yearly legislature. Administrative regwould expect a Fortune 500 company ulations deemed too burdensome may
to meet once every two years to devel- be addressed each year, rather than
op a spending plan, and yet Kentuck- the standard two-year delay between
y's overall budget of $31.2 million is promulgation and review. This will
figured in just this way. By the end of improve Kentucky's business climate,
the second year of the biennium, the and boost our economic-development
state is operating on projections made efforts .
up to three years prior to their ultiThe state's two largest newspapers,
mate expenditure. By calculating a The Courier·Journal and the Lexing·
two-year budget, there are limited ton Herald·Leader, have endorsed the
opportunities to adjust expenditures constitutional amendment for special
for high priority programs that may be sessions. Thomas D. Clark, the state's
s uffering from a budget shortfall or to preeminent historian, urges the legissubtract from lower priority programs lature to embrace the future through
left with too much cash in their cof- annual sessions.
.
"I think the business of the state
fers.
With annual sessions, Kentucky will has become very complex and there
benefit from more precise revenue pro- are so many issues that need constant
jections tallied at the end of each bud- attention," he said. "We are in the
get year. In the·same way a family fig- midst of constant change. I think it's
ures its income tax, some tax increas- good business to attend to those issues
es can be avoided if we are able to with more time than has been allowed
study the revenue picture annually.
in the past."
With the lessons of the past serving
Also, meeting annually will allow
legislators to have more oversight over as a guide, and with a hopeful eye to
dozens of state agencies, the heads of the future, I heartily agree.
which should be called upon each year
to discuss the effectiveness of their Sen. Larry Saunders is a Democrat
programs, their spending needs and representing the state's 37th senatorial
district in Louisville.
their curren.t expenditures.
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KATE comes to Murray State
STAFF REPORT

Although it has been around for two years,
the Kentucky Academy of Technology Education is one of the newest additions to Murray
State. Originally started by a grant, KATE,
because of its success, is now funded by the
Kentucky state legislature.
KATE was founded to develop a web page,
and it is now here to provide consulting, developing and training in technology for schools in
region one. Director Brenda Nix said KATE
will help target groups at certain times based
on what the schools stated they needed help
with in their consolidated plans. KATE will
determine
what schools need the most help
I
with their instructural technology.
A project KATE is currently working on is
developing practice models for students studying technology education. The organization has
already built two models. KATE promotes the
lnstructural Television and Video, which is
programmed across the state via the Kentucky
Telelinking Network {K'l'LN).

KATE has also taught phase four training
workshops and will hold some more workshops
in November.
"We are working on .some strategies for University professors in the College of Education to
improve graduate skills," Nix said.
KATE is helping aet up workshops for the
Kentucky Education Technology Conference,
which will be held March 4 to 7 in Loui:>ville.
Another project KATE is working on is meeting with school boards and planning a series of
training over a year that will give a person the
chance to implement what he or she learns.
KATE's web page is located at www.mur·
raystate.edulkate/kate.htm. Available on the
web page is a KTLN session calendar, documentary library for research, professional
development activities, online training and a
discussion forum anyone can participate in.
Links to other accredited resources throughout
the state arc also available.
KATE is located in the Special Education
Building. For more information, contact KATE ,
at 762-6866 or visit its website.
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Tassin' the ball

Danny Voweii/The News

Chris Hancock, freshman from Ho pkinsville, plays a game of catch outside of Clark
College Tuesday afternoon.

'
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Whitfield, Barlow meet again 1n U.S. House race
•Election: Tiuo former
U.S. House candidates
meet for. the first time since
the 1994 election.
Bv

C.D.

B RADLEY

S£NIOR STAff WRITlR

The U.S. House race in Kentucky's first district provides a
rematch between two candidates who have previously held
the seat.
Republican Rep. Ed Whitfield, the incumbent, is facing
the man he beat for the seat in
1994, Democrat Tom Barlow,
elected in 1992. Whitfield said
he does not believe his incumbency will make much of a difference.
"(Barlow has) been running
in Kentucky ever since he
moved here," Whitfield said.
"He is well-known in the state.

''I wan to continue
doing thigs the
way we·re doing
them now. ' '
I don't think my incumbency
provides me with that much of
an advantage."
Neither candidate is new to
the political arena. Barlow
worked in Washington, D.C., as
a conservation lobbyist before
coming to Kentucky in the
early 1980s. He ran an unsuccessful campaign for the U.S.
House in 1986, then returned
victorious in 1992, serving one
term before narrowly losing to
Whitfield in 1994. He also ran
unsuccessfully for the U.S. Senate in 1996.
, He said he is returning to
campaign politics because he
feels it is his duty as a citizen.
"' just feel it is my mission to

-ED WHITFIEU>

fulfill what I see to be my civic
duty to help in this time of crisis," he said.
Whitfield was president of
the Young Democrats as a student at the University of Kentucky and served as a delegate
to the 1968 Democratic Nation·
al Convention. He held a seat
in the Kentucky General
Assembly from 1974 to 1975.
He then went into the private
sector before changing parties
and returning in a victorious
campaign for his current scat
in 1994.

He said he feels a responsibility to help continue what he
sees as forward progression for
the country.
"I'm running because I firmly
believe that what we are trying
to do has to be done to protect
the financial future of our country," he said. "This is a very
important race. If be wins, he
wants it to go back to the wa.v
things were before. I want to
continue doing things the way
we're doing them now."
Both candidates agree on the
major issues in the campaign:
education, social security,
tobacco and healthcare. The
candidates differ greatly on
their approaches to these
issues.
"'We've got American men
and women making five, six,
seven dollars an hour," Barlow
said. "Fifty percent of working
Americans don't have medical
insurance. We need to provide

' ' We need to provide affordabel
medical insurance. ' '
-ToM B ARLOW

affordable medical insurance,
and we need to do it in a fash·
ion that takes it off the shoulders of businesses.
"We have to strengthen
Social Security," he said. "We
have to support education, and
by that I mean financial assistance."
Whitfield said there is a clear
difference between the candidates.
"My opponent believes that a
larger government with more
tax dollars can solve society's
problems," Whitfield Raid. "I

believe that a limited government that allows people to
make their own decisions will
help with those problems more.
"I want to continue along the
road we started, creating more
surpluses, securing Social
Security in the long term,
strengthening Medicare, protecting and preserving LBL,
continued funding for Kentucky lock and dam, making
sure more federal dollars for
education go directly to the
classroom instead of educators
in Washington, creating jobs
for themselves and making
sure our tobacco fanners have
the right to continue growing
tobacco."
Barlow said he wants people
to vote for him because he
believes he has the honesty and
vision to serve them w.ell.
"I'll work hard for you and I11
shoot you straight,"·he said.

W E'RE AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER WlTH
UNEQUALED OPPORTUNITIES FOR EMPLOYMENT.

"It don't mean a thing if it ain't got that swing!"

FEEL THE
FEATURING
KingSized & league of Decency
Noverrnber 3, 1998
Rnu~r Areno

7 p.rn. to 11 p rn

s~
FREE TO STUDENTS WITH RACER CARD
$5 :00 GENERAL PUBLIC
Sponsored by CAB/SGA

' Lowest

Ford Authorized Rental
vehicles cars to vans

Lf you're m~1jnring in compu1er ~CIC:IK'c , da1a proces~ing , <H:counting.
auditing. math or law. conlaCI your Placcmt•nt Director fnr mmc
infClmHuion. or\\ rite to; A'i,_i,lam Director, Corporate Hurnun Rc:,ources.
Three State Farm Pla1a-K I. Bloomington, lllinoi' 617<l I..Q()O I.
State Fann lnsumnu: C.nnpanb • Hnme OffkL·~:

Bloomingron, lllinm-, • An Equal Opporntnll)' Employer
www.statdann.c~•m

Requirements
At least 2 t years of age, valid drivers license.
"Major credit cards"
Local Pickup available

Parker Ford Lincoln-MercurY
Main st.
Downtown Murray
753 • 5273 Ask for wade
70t
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Pianist performs in
Lovett Auditorium
Enid Katahn, pianist, will
perform in Lovett Auditorium Monday at 8 p.m.
In addition to the performance, Katahn will also
present a master class for
the Kentucky Teacher's
Association on Sunday and
a children's concert for
regional school students
Monday morning.
For more information
phone the Murray Civic
Association at (502) 7623737.

I

Radio station
reaches goal
The
WKMS
Fall
"RadiOasis" Fund raiser
reached the goal of
$60,000 on Oct. 6 at 8:45
a.m. The drive started on
Sept. 25 and involved more
than I00 phone answerers,
callers and on-air commentators who donated their
time and efforts to help the
station.
Encouraging listeners to
pledge Included
Ryan
Foods, HT Marketing, Kenlake Foods and Belcher Oil
Company from Murray,
along with an anonymous
Murray State faculty member.
Listeners who would like
to know more about
WKMS programming can
request program guides at
1-800-599-4737.

Bush Band to be
showcased at
Bomhard Theater
The Sam Bush Band will
be the next band showcased at Bank One Lonesome Pine Special on Saturday, Nov. 7 at 8 p.m. in
Kentucky
Center's
Bernhard Theater.
Sam Bush, former member of New Grass Revival,
will play tunes from his latest release, How/in' at the
Moon, which includes bluegrass, gospel, country and
funk. Tickets are $18 and
are available by phoning
(502) 584-7777, or visiting
the IUS Ogle Center Box
Office. For special group
rates contact Sandie Fulks
at (502) 562-0 I 08.

Organization to
hold book sale
The English Student
Organization will have a
book sale in mid-November. The organization is
now taking donations of
used books. Every type of
book will be accepted and
appreciated. Books can be
dropped off In the English
suites on the seventh floor
of Faculty Hall.
For more information or
if unable to drop books off,
phone Jennie at 762-4862
or Leslie at 762-2742. The
tentative dates and location for the sale will be
Nov. I0 and I I in the Curris Center.

Briefs compiled by Heather
Martin, staff writer.

Dreams are known as the windows to the souL
While not all dreams are the same, eveeyone
does dream, 3ind out what some of these
dreams mean,
BY BRANDl WILLIAMS
CollEGE LirE EDITOR

You feel yourself falling. Your head poupds as you ,
sec yourself getting closer and closer to the ground.
You see the pavement and BAM, you wake up.
This is not an uncommon dream for people to have.
Dreams are probably written about in more detail
than any topic other than Jove. Songs, poems, novels,
television shows, movies and a million books are written about dreams. However. the question is why do
people dream at all, and what do dreams mean?
Psychologist Sigmund Freud believed dreams are
the result of repressed wishes that come to the surface
of our consciousness when we are asleep. These wishes, unaccepted by the conscious personality, are satisfied and fulfilled duri~g dreams, but in symbolic fonn
only. They are so well-disguised, we are unable for tbe
most part to identify them when we are awake.
In her book Dreams and What They Mean to You,
Migene Gonzalez-Wippler writes, "The dream experience can vary widely between individual dreamers.
Some people have symbolic, abstract dreams while
others have realistic dreams .as normal as waking

Photo Illustration by Danny Vowell/ The News

People who dream of falling

mlg~t

have unexplained anxieties.

although they can also make their. appearance in later
life."
One thing almost all researchers believe is that years. The recurrent dream can be very disturbing
dreams occur during a certain stage of sleep. This time because it invariably leaves the dreamer with the
is called Rapid Eye Movement, or REM sleep.
impression it must have special meaning. People who
Advanced sleep research has uncovered the fact that have them feel haunted by the recurrent dream.'
REM sleep is needed by human beings. Alcohol and
Freud says the best way to analyze a dream is to
drugs alter REM sleep and can cause bizarre dreams. determine the first idea that occurs when one thinks
According to Gonzalez-Wippler, disturbing dreams of the dream and then follow that idea wherever it
can be classified into three categories. These are leads. This is called free association.
reductive, reaction and recurrent.
The only problem with dream analysis is the interReductive, or negative, dreams bring the dreamer pretations can differ, depending on the theories on
down a notch or two. The people who have these which they are based.
dreams have an unusually high opiniou of themselves
For example, according to Gonzalez-Wippler, the
and are constantly impressing it on others. The uncon- interpretation of ice cream in a dream is if you eat it
' scious mind, which knows perfectly well of these ten- you will meet with much success in your affairs, and if
dencies, sets out to lower the person's high expectait melts your hopes will not be realized. However, in
tions.
Reaction dreams reproduce experiences we have The Complete Dream Book, the author, Edward
had. These are often caused by traumatic experiences Franklin Allen, says popularity among people of both
and will repeat themselves until the traumatic stimu- sexes is foretold by a dream of eating desserts, like ice
lus is exhausted. When the reaction dream is recog- cream.
If interested in what others have to say about dream
nized through dream interpretation, it usually stops
interpretation,
there are several books on the market
from reoccurring.
about
this
subject
at local bookstores.
Recurrent dreams are particularly present in youth,

Dream meanill_qs and color interpretations Dreams to remember.
Death - If any of your family

Mother - This means a happy

is dead in a dream, you will
experience sorrows in the
future.
Drugs- You will be surrounded by gossip and slander.
Beware of false friends.
Falling - To dream of falling
indicates struggles that will
culminate in
ntual ·
ries. If you e injured in the
fall, you w. l suffer losses and
hardship .

reunion with a loved one.
Moon - Changes for the best
in business and success in love
.
affairs are i

Fear- o
as succe ul as you had hoped
for. Fory woman this dream
depict' fickle lover and infidelity
Floii g- This predicts a victory er an obstacle that has
so f: r baffled you.
Flf g - If you fly high ·
sp , you will have arit
. culties. To fl
ow indicates
sc
ease which wi
· tme.
rune- You will have fortunate undertakings and gains
through shady business deals.
Hate - This dream is an evil
omen predicting injuries
through spiteful actions.
Love - This dream indicates
satisfaction with your environment, success in your affairs
and freedom from anxiety.

Green- Vitality, healing,

growth, hope, the principles of
life itself. A muddy green indicates jealousy or weakness and
inexperience.
Orange- Health, energy,
Sexoccult powers, the power of
---~·ind, messages.
p·
The emotions of love,
ments of desires. If a s r nger
joy or illu~.
is your sex partner, b are of
Purple or ViOl t - Vital
public disgraces and sses.
d
power, the moon co
Suicide - If you co
it suitherefore intuition, maybe
cide in a dream, yo will soon
meet with misfort e. If others travels or news.
Red -Life force. sexual pa
meet this fate, it d notes the
sion, blood, fir~, also ange .
failure of others ·n affect
Whlte or Silver - PuritY.
your atfairs.
peace, light, illuminatio
dom, a syrrj:lol of the mo
and therefore of the fe

Weird~t:

"I dreamed my boyfriend was frolicking in a meadow in
pink satin pajamas."

-Ellee Koss, freshman, Nicholasville
"Sometimes I have dreams with people I know in them.
When I see the people in my dream the next day, they have
the same clothes on they had in my dream."

-Trina Daniel, freshmant Nicholasville

Scariest:
"It was Halloween night, and I was on a date with Rick
Schroeder from Siluer Spoons. He "lived in a castle, and I
went with him inside. He locked the door and then turned
into a vampire."
-Lauren Hall. sophomore, Frankfort

"I woke up from a scary dream into a scary dream."
-Chris Canada, freshman, Versailles
~1 had a reoccurring dream.

In it there was a ringing in my
ears. I was trying to call for help because my head felt like it
was going to explode. I'd crawl to the bathroom door and try
to pound on it, but I couldn't move my arms. Then I would
wake up."
-Melissa Pike, junior, Paynesville

~

Historical:
therefore it means sensation
and sometimes disintegration.
Gold- The color of the sun,
therefore it means the conscious mind and truth. It also
indicates the masculine princip1e.

"I've dreamed I've been in the '60s before. It was a Woodstock kind of thing."

-Jennifer Fleener. sophomore, Cobden, DL

Reality-based:
John Simanowitz/The News

"If I think about people before I go to bed, 1 often dream
' about them."

-Christy Dowell, senior, Hardinsburg
\
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Fair provides job options
companies are expected to regis- December.
Many of these companies
ter between now and the day of
attend the fair every year, Winthe fair.
The Fall Career Fair will offer
"We will have something for chester said.
"We want to encourage as
students a convenient opportu- all majors except education,"
many
students as possible to
nity to speak with many compa- Winchester said.
nies' representatives about
Education majors will have a attend so these companies will
employment. It w:ill be held separate job fair later in the come back," she said.
Students attending the fair
Thursday in the Curris Center year.
The fair will be set up so stu- should dress professionally and
Ballroom.
All students can attend the dents can come and go as they bting a resume.
fair from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. After need to.
Career Services can help stuthat, private interviews can be
"students can just run in for dents prepare by critiquing
set up for students from 2 p.m. 10 or 15 minutes between class- resumes. Staff members will
to 4 p.m. While the fair is es,"she said. "Serious lookers also help students build a
designed primarily to assist should allow 30 minutes to an resume, and for those short on
seniors in finding a job, there hour."
time, a fill-in-the-blank resume
are opportunities available to
Students who are not gradudisk can be bought.
al! students.
ating this year may be interestCareer Services also offers
There are 60 companies ed in applying for internships
brochures
on interview skills
signed up to attend the fair, and co-ops. Seven or eight gradand
practice
q'uestions, WinGina Winchester, assistant uate schools will also be reprechester
said.
director of Career Services, said. sen ted . And while this may
If a lot of assistance is
These include Coca Cola, J.C. seem too early to some students,
Penney Co. Inc., Kroger Food Winchester said many compa- required. students should make
Stores, Murray-Calloway Coun· nies offer positions in advance, an appointment, but otherwise
ty Hospital and State 'Farm ' and seniors graduating in May they can stop by Career Services
Insurance Companies. More could have a job lined up by from 8 a.m . to 4:30 p.m.
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The agony of defeat

BY TARA SHELBY
wama

STAFF

Danny Voweii/ The Nt•ws

Aaron W alls, freshm an from Effingham, Ill., narrowly misses a flying disk in the
Quad Tuesday morning. Tuesd ay's mild weather allowed many outdoor activities.
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Visit us on the World Wide Web at

http://www.thenews.org
Produced by 1be Murray State News in
cooperation with LOD, Inc.-Clearly the Best!
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JCPenney is hiring
for the holidays.
We're searching for friendly,
outgoing people to assist our customers at
JCPenney. Part-time positions offer:
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• Flexible hours including days,
evenings and weekends
• Friendly atmosphere
• Merchandise discounts
• Competitive pay
Apply at JCPenney
store hours are 10 a.m. to 9 p.m.
no phone calfs please
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THE ART AND SCIENCE OF PURE FLOWER AND PLANT ESSENCES111
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Make Believe.>>
Makeup is supposed to feel good, not just look good.
Because what you put on your face is also absorbed into
your body. Aveda makes makeup with ingredients
derived from real flowers and plants-not petrolatum or
mineral oil\ So get real. Wear makeup made to help you
feel beautiful-inside and out.
Hrur Care I Skin Care I Makeup I Plant Pure-FumeTM 1 Body Care

[J'h~ 6rst'/llial (Ow r .foa
301 N. 12th St.
767-0760
essentialspa@mursuky.campus. mci.net
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Crow's talent exceeds pop standards
sound.

MusicReoieto

"Am I Getting Through (Part
1 and 2)" is one of the most
interesting songs on the album.
It is a slow acoustic song with
an orchestra for back up. The
second part is more of a hard
rock song.
''Mississippi" is one of the
best songs lyrically on the
album, perhaps because Bob
Dylan is listed in the credits.
"Mississippi" is characteristic
of Dylan with its jazz and folk
sound.
Overall, the album provides a
variety of different songs both
musicaJly and lyrically, which
sets Crow apart from many of
her peers. She incorporates her
different style to both the electric and the acoustic guitar to
give each one a unique sound.
By listening to her songs, it is
evident that her talent extends
far beyond most average pop
stars.

Kyle Shadoan
Sheryl Crow

The Globe Sessions

We all know her by face and
voice. We hear her on the radio
and see her all over TV. Her
name is Sheryl Crow and her
new albul}l is The Globe Ses·
sions.
From her past albums, Tuesday Night Music Club and
Sheryl Crow, she has had a
variety of hits. In each album,
she .explores different techniques while still incorporating
her basic style.
Each album provides a good
A&M Records
mixture of acoustic and electric
Sheryl
Crow
continues
to
exemplify
her
unique
style
with her
guitar. The difference between
new
aJbum
The
Globe
Sessions.
her and other artists is she
doesn't sound like someone
Above all of the other ele- gle, is one of her slow, groovy
who forgot to plug in the guitar. ments, Crow's voice is the basis electric guitar pieces. The song
Crow produces a different of her unique style. When we "It Don't Hurt" is a more folksound not just based on the think of what a musician's
sounding song which provides
instrument, but more on the voice should sound like, we
The Globe Sessions- A
style. This is no different in her might think of a smooth, rich an almost completely different
new album, The Globe Ses· voice. But in today's pop music
Top 5 COs of the week
sions.
culture, the artists who have
1. Beastie Boys - Hello Nasty
Another thing that sets her unusual, catchy and almost
2. Brian Setzer Orchestra - The Dirty Boogie
apart is her use of the hannon- irritating voices are the ones
3. Jay Z - Vol. 2 . .. Hard Knock Life
ica. The harmonica produces a we remember. Sheryl Crow's
4. Sheryl Crow - The Globe Sessions
groovy, funky sound that can't smooth, rich voice is definitely
5. Gangsta Boo - Inquiring Minds
be obtained by many other welcome, and music listeners
Top Country CD
instrument. It adds that extra are proving that to her.
LeAnn Rimes- Sittin' on Top of the World
On The Globe Sessions, "My
something to a song and is just
Source: Terrapin Station '
Favorite Mistake," the first sinplain funky.
John Slmanowitz/The News

Scholarship encourages law enforcement
"This program is open to any
student
regardless of their
CONTRIBUTING WRJT£R
major." Carmen Garland,
For students interested in director of the University
Office,
said.
police work, Murray Stale is Scholarship
"Unlike
other
scholarships
this
offering a new scholarship
is
not
just
academic
based."
incentive program, open to
Students must be incoming
everyone. Designed to help
college seniors in the fall of
increase the number of police
1999, who will graduate in the
officers with a college educa- spring of 2000. Upon being
tion, the Police Corps is provid- accepted into the program, stuing financial aid and basic dents receive up to $7,500 for
training to students who agree their last year of college and
to serve as police officers for will be reimbursed for the other
four years.
three years after they complete
BY KRISTY WELSH

their required four-year service.
''We at Murray State can recommend an unlimited number
of students for this program,
but the amount of students
funded each year varies," Garland said.
All students accepted must
have the necessary physical
and mental capabilities and the
moral characteristics to serve
the community they are worK·
ing in. Before the participants
can be assigned to a community, they must complete a very

harsh 16-week training program during which the participants receive $250 a week.
Training takes place at a Ceder·
al regional training canter.
Once assigned, the participants are subject to all the
same rules and rights of any of
the other members of that
police force. They are also eligible for the same benefits as
other officers who hold the
same rank.
Contact Cannen Garland at
the University Scholarship
Office for more information.
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WeekAhett{l
Friday, Oct. 16
•Fall Break - Classes dismissed for the day. Offices remain open.
•Bull Blowout '98 - West Kentucky Exposition Center. 8 p.m.
Phone (901) 642·5090 for more information.

Saturday, Oct. 17
•Praxis test - 7 a.m.
•Arts and crafts show - "Christmas in Marion" will be held in Marion at Fohs Hall from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more information phone
Merle Myers at 965-3731.
•Bull Blowout '98 - West Kentucky Exposition Center, 8 p.m.
Phone (901) 642-5090 ·tor more information.

Sunday, Oct. 18
•Bible study - MCF house, 7 p.m.
•Arts and crafts show - "Christmas in Marion" will be held in Marion at Fohs Hall from12:30 to 4:30p.m. For more Information phone
Merle Myers at 965·3731.

Monday, Oct. 19
•Monday Night Live- BSU, 6 p.m.
•Pre-business orientation -Training sessions for individuals interested in starting a business, $5 per person. Participants must preregister. Business Building, Room 253. Phone 762-2907 for more
information.

Tuesday, Oct. 20
•Red Pin bowling - Curris Center Game Room, 6 to 9 p.m.·
•Self-defense program- Dlnh's Martial Arts America, Olive Street,
8 to 9:30 p.m. Cost $19.95 donation to Chuck Norris's program,
"Kick Drugs Out of America." Registration is limited. Phone 7536111 tor more information.

Wednesday, Oct. 21
•Worship - MCF house, 7 p.m.
•Meeting - SGA, 5 p.m.
•Deadline - Last day to change any second half-semester course
from credit to audit.
•Deadline - Last day to enroll In any second half-semester course.
-orientation- Fall1999 student teachers, Barkley Room, 12:30 to .
2 p.m. or 5 to 6:30 p.m.

Thursday, Oct. 22
•TNT- BSU, 6 p.m.
•Cinema International - I, The Worst of All, a 1990 film from
Argentina, Curris Center Theater, free admission, 7:30p.m.
•Orientation - Fall 1999 student teachers, Barkley Room, 11 a.m.
•
to 12:30 p.m.
•Meeting - Gamma Beta Phi, Barkley Room, 4:30 and 9 p.m.
-career Fair- Curris Center Ballroom, 1o a.m. to 2 p.m. Phone 762·
2907 for more information.
•Concert- Orchestra, Lovett Auditorium, 8 p.m.
•Show- Michael Flatley's Lord of the Dance, Southern lllinois'Uni·
versity Arena, 7:30 p.m. Phone Betty Nix at (618) 453·5478 for more
Information.

GET WHAT YOU CAME FOR
Murray State UniVersity's 1998

Thursday, Oct. 22, 1998
.,

10 a.m. - 2 p.m. Career Fair
2 -4 p.m. Interviews
* Bring your Resumes

Dress Professionally
* Make contacts with
*

'

+companies

e r Sponsored
•
rv1ces

By:

21 o Ordway Hall

Collegelije
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Actor .pays visit to campus
BY REKA ASHLEY
' AsSISTANT COLLEGE liFE EDITOR

Earl Brown, an up and coming actor, came' to speak in an
open question and answer session at Murray State on Monday.
Brown graduated from MSU
in 1986 and visits family he has
in the area on occasion. He has
acted in numerous roles on the
big screen and on television.
Brown's resume includes
roles in Scream, There's Something About Mary, Rookie of the
Year, Deep Impact, Wes
Craven's New Nightmare, Vampire in Brooklyn, Excessive
Force, The Babe and a small
role in Backdraft.

One of his largest roles was in school at The Theatre School in
There's Something About Mary Chicago.
where Brown played Cameron
"I went to school 14 hours a
Diaz's brother. Brown received day when 1 was in graduate
positive critical acclaim for this school," he said.
•
role.
Brown said it is hard having
Brown said he first started to a career and a family, but he
learn how to present himself on has been very lucky.
the speech team at Calloway
"I have a wonderful Wife," he
County High School and got said. "Since I was in Murray,
into acting in college.
she has always been my cheer'1 decided to take an acting leader."
Brown said his wife has a
class in college," he said. "At
first I would just sit back and business degree and has been
watch everyone else, saying to able lo support him when times
myself how they should and were tough in the acting busishouldn't do a scene."
ness.
Brown said he el\joyed the
"My wife made good money in
class and eventually graduated her career, so she was able to
with a bachelor's degree in the- ·help us get a good house," he
atre. He went on to graduate said. "We recently had a child

and now she may be able to quit
her job because I'm doing very
well. But in the business, I'm
the exception."
Brown said students will be
able to see him again soon in a
role of a serial killer on The
Profiler.
Other
television
shows
Brown has had roles in include
Caroline in the City, DiagT]osis
Murder, Seinfeld, Ellen and
Murder She Wrote.
Brown said he is now able to
be a little choosy in his roles,
but is still pounding the pavement looking for jobs. He said
one part he turned down was in
Walker, Texas Ranger, because
he felt the show was not written well.

{read between
the lines}

Concerts feature musical variety
BY KRISTIN HtLL
STAFF WRrmt

The Murray State Symphonic
Wind Ensemble and The Murray State Orchestra are preparing for their first concerts of the
season.
The University Symphonic
Wind Ensemble will perform a
variety of pieces, both new and
old, at their first and only concert of the fall semester tonight
in Lovett Auditorium at 8 p.m.
The concert will open with a
blues piece by Frank Ticheli
and will feature a clarinet solo
performed by Stephenie Lovett,
junior from Paducah.
Although Lovett has performed solos in the past, this
one is lengthier than the ones
she is used to. The style of
music \s also a new experience
for her on the clarinet. ·

Travel to
Richmond
this
Saturday to
catch t he

"Every time there is a performance, it makes it easier the
next time," Lovett said.
Lovett has been playing the
clarinet since the sixth grade.
The next piece will be Symphony in B-flat by Paul Hindemith. This is the first performance of this selection by the
wind ensemble.
Dennis Johnson, director of
Uruversity bands and conductor of the wind ensemble, said
this piece was written in 1957
and is considered a "cornerstone in our literature."
"Although this is one of the
most difficult pieces, it is a
great, great work," Johnson
said.
The concluding piece will be
"Apocalyptic Dreams" by David
Gillingham, which chronicles
the final book of the Bible.
Johnson said this will be the

third performance of this piece.
The ensemble has 48 member~ and has been preparing for
this concert for four weeks. The
students get one credit hour
and rehearse every day from
12:30 to 1:20 p.m. Members are
selected by a "fairly extensive"
audition, Johnson said, and he
considers them "only the best
players."
The concert is free and the
public is invited to attend.
Also, the Murray State
Orchestra will have a concert
on Oct. 22 at 8 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. The 50-member
orchestra will perform five
selections and feature two
soloists.
Brian Runnels, chair of the
music department and conductor of the orchestra, said the
pieces selected represent differ-

'I

Use your AT&T Student Advantage Card
so you won't get blindsided with hidden service chargeson every calling card call - before you've even

sard hello.

M. Mo r an

20f a minute. 24 hours a day.
And no per call service charge.
Why would you use anything else?

. T.
. . . . .....
Dlfl Mil lllf •tvJ •••• •
We~ Desi"' Toys

•

Murray
State
Racers
as they take
on the
Eastern
Kentucky
Colonels!
Game Time
is 11:30 a.m.
Central

ent styles and periods. Corey
Crider and Lauren Boswell,
both vocalists, will fulfill a
bachelor of music requirement
of singing a solo with a m~or
University ensemble on cam·
pus, he said.
"Preparation is going well,"
Runnels said. "We are p!aying
challenging pieces of music and
this is a good learning experience for everyone. The whole
thing is quite demanding, but
the students are doing quite
well."
The orchestra is open to anyone, regardless of major. There
arc auditions for the woodwind,
brass and percussion sections
and chair placement in the
orchestra.
The orchestra coqcert is free
and the public is invited to
attend.

Smart move. You got the new AT&T
Student Advantage Card. But why aren't
you using 1t as your calling card? It's JUSt
20¢ a minute whenever; wherever you call
in the U.S. With no per call serviCe charge.'
No monthly fee. And no gimmicks. Don 't
have one yet? C~ll I 800 654-0471 or vis1t
www.att.com/college/np.html

Use your
AT&T Student Advantage Card
as your AT&T Calling Card .

••
•
••
•
•

Stntr Tevs

Information
Technologies. you
work with some of the
most powerful computer systems
known to man. Advanced servers and
intranet applications. Innovative middleware and
databases. Development tools that push the limits.
And for those who prefer retro toys, we still have
mamframes to keep you busy well beyond Y2K.

Sf1tt J1rm
lt''orm1tion Technoloties
••
•
•
••
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SportsBrief'i
Racers to be on
Fox Sports South
This weekend's contest
between the Murray State
Racers and the Eastern
Kentucky Colonels will be
carried live via Fox Sports
South, which is channel 65
in Murray. The Racers are
looking to return to their
winning ways as they fell to
Middle Tennessee State
35-14 last weekend. Kick
off for the game is set at
I I:30 a.m. at Roy Kidd Stadium in Richmond.

Cross country
competes at SEMO
The Murray State cross
country teams will compete in the Southeast Missouri State Invitational in
Cape Girardeau, Mo.
The squads are coming off
a sweep at Austin Peay last
weekend. The meet will
take place Saturday only.

MSU women's golf
finishes fifth
The MSU Lady Racer
golf team brought home
fifth place from the Lady
Indian Classic in Jonesboro, Ark.
Murray, which shot a
354 for the match, finished
15 strokes behind tournament winner Arkansas-Little Rock who posted a
647.
Up next for the
women is the MSU Invitational to be held at Miller
Golf Course.

Briefs were compiled by
E.ddie Grant, Sports E.ditor
for The Murray State News

Sportligbt
W omen's r ugby
tea m, MSU cross
country team s
The Murray State women's rugby club team and
the MSU cross country
teams are in the Racer
Sportlight this week.
Last weekend the members of the women's rugby
team traveled to Nashville
to take on Vanderbilt University.
The Lady Ruggers won
the game over Vanderbilt
64-5, their largest margin
of victory since the team's
inception two years ago.
The cross country teams
swept the Austin Peay
State Invitational, taking
both the men's and women's divisions.

Finally, Dayto na
sees first night race
This weekend's Pepsi
400 will be the first night
race ever held at Daytona
International Speedway, in
Daytona Beach Fla.
The race was supposed
to be held on july 3, but
the Florida fires forced
postponement of the Race
to Saturday.
Source: www.NASCAR.com
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Cross Country sweeps up at APSU
BY EDDIE GRANT
SPORTS EDITOR

Over the weekend, the Murray State
cross country teams traveled to
Clarksville, Tenn., to compete in the
Austin Peay State Invitational. along
with 11 other schools. The end result, a
Racer sweep as both the men's and
women's teams won their divisions.
"We divided our groups based on performance," Cross Country Head Coach
Gordon Sanders said. "Then we went
down there and told them to perform as

a team, and they did. They really
worked togetherwell."
The men's team captured its event
with a 50-plus point margin over the
second place finisher, Vanderbilt.
Junior Bryan Palmer again led the way
for Murray, winning the men's individual competition, beating out 103 other
runners.
For the women, freshman Lindsay
Newlin won her individual event, beating out 88 other competitors, finishing
with a time of 37:15 over the three-mile
course.

In addition, the men's division saw ence, but we are closing in on them."
five Racers in the top eight spots, while
Sanders said last year Murray finfor the women, MSU held five out of the ished second, which surprised many
top 10.
people, but from that team only four
With just two weeks to go before the runners returned.
He said the fact he has a young team
OVC championships on Oct. 31,
Sanders feels good about his teams' per- · means they will improve over time,
which is a good sign for the future.
formances.
The Racers will travel to Cape
"In cross country the only way to
Girardeau,
Mo., for the Southeast Misgauge performance is looking at the consouri
State
Invitational, which takes
sistency of times, especially since we
place
on
Saturday,
as they continue to
don't compete on a flat course," Sanders
the
conference
Champiprepare
for
said. "With that said, Eastern Kentucky
onships.
has by far the best times in the confer-

VOlleyball team falls to Southeast Missouri
an early 7-2 lead. The
Racers, however, allowed
the Otahkians to get back
into
the game. SEMO
Mter falling to Ohio
took
control
of the game
Valley Conference leader
and
eventually
won it 15Eastern Illinois on Friday
13,
holding
off
a Murray
night. the Murray State
State
comeback
at the
volleyball squad faced
end.
Southeast Missouri State
on Tuesday at Racer
The Racers came out
Arena.
flat in the second game,
SEMO entered the con- and SEMO used its previtest with a 12-7 overall ous momentum to win the
record and was 7-2 in the second game by the score
OVC, good for third place. of 15-9.
MSU entered Tuesday's
The third game turned
match with an 8-9 overall ugly quickly for the Racrecord and a 5-2 record in ers. The Otahkians had
the OVC, tied for fourth the lead 7-3 midway
place with Tennessee through the third game.
Tech.
They proceeded to score
This was the first the next eight points to
match between SEMO win the third game 15-3.
Racers Head Coach
and Murray State this
season. Last season, David Schwepker said
MSU swept both matches the first game was a key
point in the match.
against the Otahkians.
"We played hard in the
The first game was a
tough, physical match up. first game, until the end,"
Murray State got out to Schwepker said. "At the
BY )ASON BILLINGSLEY

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

Danny Vowell I The News
Audrey N elson, freshman from Colorado Springs
Colo., attempts one of her team-leading I<C kills In
the Racers• loss to SEHO o n Tuesday night.

end, we got a little scared
and timid. We need to
keep the intensity up for
the whole match."
Schwepker then said

SEMO's strategy was to
attack the middle of the
court.
"SEMO abused our
middles a lot," Schwepker

said. "This was the case
since we did a good job of
shutting down their outside attack in the first
game. They had some
good passing, and their
outside attackers started
to beat us in the middle."
Murray State was led
by Audrey Nelson, freshman
from
Colorado
Springs, Colo. Nelson had
14 kills and eight digs in
thd match.
Nelson said SEMO was
on target with its attacks
on Tuesday.
'They hit some really
good shots against us,"
Nelson said. "There's
nothing you can do about
it when someone is on
target like that."
Nelson said the Racers
were not disappointed
with their performance,
but had to get ready for
their next match, Friday
night against Tennessee
Tech.

"'We are not disappointed with our performance," Nelson said.
"This is a 100 percent
improvement over, the
beginning of the season.
We have to go out and get
'em against Tennessee
Tech."
Schwepker said Friday's match would be
tough.
·
"Tech is a really tough
match," Schwepker said.
"I told the girls this would
be a tough battle, and we
would have tough practices to get ready for Friday night."
Tech has a half game
lead over the Racers for
fourth place in the OVC.
The Racers will challenge TI'U at 7 p.m. Friday in Cookeville, Tenn.
The Racers will then take
a trip to Murfeesboro,
Tenn., to play Middle
Tennessee State Saturday at 2 p.m.

Racers look to get back on track at Eastern
BY jASON BILLINGSLEY
AsSISTANT SPORTS EDITOit

Must-win game: this term is sometimes loosely given to any important
game for a sports team. Sometimes this
term is overused. For Murray State's
game against Eastern Kentucky tomorrow, must-win is one of only a few adjectives that can be used.
Both of these football teams enter the
contest with a blemish on their Ohio
Valley Conference records, both coming
on Saturday. This is the first time in the
last three meetings these two schools
have already had an OVC loss going
into their annual contest. MSU lost a
disappointing game to Middle Tennessee State, while Eastern Kentucky
lost at horne to Tennessee State. Both
teams are in second place in the conference, one game behind Eastern Illinois.
One reason the game is a must-win for
both teams can be related to recent history. The winner of the last three MSUEKU games bas gone on to win the
OVC, while the loser finished in second
place. Eastern Kentucky won the game
and conference title last year, while
MSU ~on the previous two meetings.

MSU Head Coach Denver Johnson
said in his Monday press conference
that the Racers needed to win this game
going into next week's bye week.
"Every OVC game here on out is a big
game," Johnson said. "All of these
games are toss ups. If we win Saturday.
we still have control of our own destiny.
If we lose, we will have to rely on that
mathematical stuff where someone has
to beat somebody else for us to get back
into the thick of things."
Johnson said the experience of Eastern Kentucky and its head coach, Roy
Kidd, would be a factor in Saturday's
game.
"Kidd has been there 35 years, and he
knows this conference like no one else,"
Johnson said. "Eastern has been there
before and knows how to handle the situation, while myself and most of the
players on our team are not as experienced. Look at Kidd's coaching record
versus mine. There is a noticeable difference."
Kidd's record at Eastern Kentucky is
283-105-8 in 35 seasons, while Johnson
has so far accumulated a record of 11-6
in just his second season.
The offense for the Racers has been

' 'We've sliced,diced and
analyzed the film evecy
way possible. and we
still don't know who on
defense to get on the
most. ' '
their strong point all season. MSU is
averaging 515 yards of total offense in
its last two contests. The Racers are currently second in the conference in total
offense.
Justin Fuente is leading the charge
for the offense, leading the OVC with 15
touchdown passes. Justin Bivins recent
play at tailback in the UT-Martin and
MTSU games has put him first on the
tailback depth chart as of Sunday,
replacing Wilbert Smith.
The problem for the Racers, however,
is their defense.
After giving up 113 points in their last
three games, Johnson said the coaching
staff looked at the defensive film of Saturday's game extensively.

"The coaching staff has looked at the
defense's game film countless times,"
Johnson said. "We've sliced, diced and
analyzed the film every way possible,
and we still don't know who on the
defense to get on the most. Every play
it's a different unit of the defense that
has a breakdown."
The Racers, now 19th in the USA
Today/ESPN Division 1-AA Poll, will
have to stop the potent EKU rushing
attack, led by Corey Crume. Crume has
run for 391 yards on just 75 carries,
averaging 5.2 yards a carry with 5
touchdowns. EKU has another top rusher in Derick Logan, averaging 5.4 yards
a carry on 35 carries this season.
The EKU defense is led by Charles
Tinsley, who has 15 sacks and 32 tackles this season.
The game is at Roy Kidd Stadium in
Richmond, a place the Racers have had
some success at this decade. MSU is one
of just three OVC teams to win games at
EKU in the '90s. The Racers, however,
must once again play a tough OVC
game on the road for another school's
Homecoming. Kickoff is set for 11:30
a.m. and will be televised live on Fox
Sports South.

Pro baseball, basketball have switched places
It is amazing the difference
four years can make. Back in
1994, Clinton was popular for
his job performance, I was a
freshman in college and Major
League Baseball was embroiled
in a bitter labor diopute.
The ensuing baseball strike
was the defining mark that
year as it forced the cancellation of the World Series for the
first time in the history of the
game.
This mid-season lockout left a
black mark on the game. Fans
were driven from baseball like
golf balls at a driving range;
baseball was no longer the
great American pastime, it was
nothing to most people.
In addition, the idea of
r eplacement players got started
but never fully materialized.
After the strike ended, atten-

Sports
Tulk
EDDIE
G RANT

dance at ball games dropped
double digit percentages, and
people had no desire to watch
the game of baseball.
At the same time, the National Basketball Association was
on the highest point ever.
Michael Jordan, Grant Hill,
and "Penny" Hardaway were
given partial credit for bringing
more and more fans to the
sport. Commercially it was
doing well also, with sales of

NBA-related products skyrocketing.
Fast forward to 1998. Baseball has been revived by the
exploits of Mark McGwire and
Sammy Sosa. As the new
Sports Illustrated proclaims, it
was the 'Best season ever.' This
is true since along with the
home run chase, four other
milestones were set this year.
First of all, the New York
Yankees won more games than
any team in American League
history tallying 114 victories.
Cal Ripken ended his consecutive games streak at 2,632
games, a record that will never
be broken. Barry Bonds became
the first player ever to hit 400
home runs and nab 400 stolen
bases in a career and Mark
McGwire set the National
League's walk record while

becoming the first player in his- thing here is that in the basetory to hit 50 home runs in ball strike the owners wanted
three straight seasons.
the players to play and in the
Then we turn to basketball, NBA the positions are reversed
which is now in a labor dispute in that the players have been
of its own. The lockout by the locked out.
Though I don't. see the lockowners has forced the cancellation of the preseason, and no out forcing the entire season to
one really knows why. To add be cancelled, I believe it will
more drama to the situation, get off to a late start. In any
Michael Jordan has said he is case, I am almost sure the
going to wait to announce his league will literally beg Jordan
decision on retirement only for one more year to retain or
after the lockout ends. In other maintain the sport's populariwords. we may never find out ty. Even if he does come back it
the answer to that question.
will cost a pretty penny.
I find it interesting how these
I'll close with eight little
two sports have virtually words that I never thought I'd
reversed positions, wilh base- say. Thank God for the NHL
ball now at an all-time high and October baseball.
and basketball dangling toward
a fall similar to the one baseball is recovering from.
Eddie Grant is the Sports EdiPerhaps the most interesting tor for The Murray State News.
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MSU equestrian ' team shines
in second horse show of fall
BY DANIELLE C UBBERLEY
Wa1m

C ONTRIBUTING

Five members of the
Murray State equestrian
team took fi rst-place honors in the double-judged
stock seat show at Springfield, Mo., Oct. 9. The team
won second and third place
honors against teams from
Western Kentucky, Truman State, Middle Tennessee State, Southwest
Missouri State and Southern Illinois.
Murray State scored 22
points under Judge A, just
four points behind Western Kentucky. Under
Judge B, MSU had 13
points, trailing WKU by 10
points and three points

behlnd Truman State.
Joey Wilson, sophomore
from Henderson, felt the
first show of the season
was a great experience for
the whole team.
"Although we didn't win
as a team, we had great
teamwork and team camaraderie," Wilson said.
•Every time we left the
arena a.fter a class, there
.was always a teammate
there to support you no
matter what place you
took.
"Even though there was
more pressure to ride well,
team members were there
to cheer for you and lessen
the pressure a little."
The five members taking
first place finishes were

Pro Predictions
Yickett
DETROIT vs Green Bay
NY GIANTS vs Arizona
PITTSBURGH vs Baltimore
TAMPA BAYvs Carolina
TENNESSEE vs Cincinnati
BUFFALO vs Jacl<sonville
ATLANTA vs New Orleans
MINNESOTA vs Washington
SAN FRANCISCO vs Indianapolis
SAN DIEGO vs Philadelphia
MIAMI vs St. Louis
CHICAGO vs Dallas
NEW ENGLAND vs NY Jets
•Home teams capitalized
Records thus far

''Althou gh we didn't win as a team,
we had great teamwork and team
camaraderte.''
- JoEY WILSON, SOPHOMORE

Ella Hakanson, senior
from Owensboro, who won
the Open Horsemanship
division under judge A
Cara Leach, junior from
Campbellsburg, was first
under J udge B in the Open
Horsemanship division;
J ulie Cobb, j unior from
Ballwin,
Mo.,
won
Advanced Horsemanship
group one under J udge B
and junior Emily Hoban
from Madison, Tenn., won

the Intermediate Horsemanship class under
Judge B.
Luke Hakanson, sophomore from Owensboro, was
the only member to win
under both judges, winning the Advanced Horsemanship Division.
The next show wi ll be
hosted by Murray State
and held at the West Kentucky Livestock and Expo
Center on Oct. 23 to 25.

ILast Week

Green Bay 13
NY Giants 2
Pittsburgh 6
Tampa Bay 14
Cincinnati 4
Jacksonsville 12
Atlanta 10
Minnesota 20
San Francisco 16
Philadelphia 3
Miami 1
Dallas 12
New Englan~ 17

CENTRAL

EAST
NEW ENGLAND 4·1
MIAMI 3-2
BUFFALO 2-3
NY JETS 2oo3
INDIANAPOLIS 1·5

WEST

Opening Oct. 19
New beds and bulbs
$2.58 per session
all day eueryday through Oct. 31
Discount on all lotions for MSU
Students.
Olympic Plaza (NeHt to Los Portales)
759-8585

WEST

John Simanowitz/The News

A Oll Would Like To Congratulate
Erika Johnson
Natalie Peck
Emilee Dale
Danielle Glover
Michelle Martini
Sarah Hawkins

..,

Th!Snm NeMpperdltmf Statt ~

at these area
businesses
Arby's Roast
Beef Restaurant
641 N.

campus coffee
Shop
200 N. 15th St.

Fifteenth & olive
216 N. 15th St.

Kroger

Auditions
Date: Tuesday, Oct.20 - Thursday, Oct. 22

••

"Antz"

.••

I

1 ,.

~~

SIArrina: San~ra Bullock

"Practical Magic"
(PG·13)

-~..

•
swnn,: Jauut. Tilly
1:30 p.a.
•
• "Bride of Chucky" So40.,...
•
•
<R>
~:::::
•
•
s-,: loo:tJo a-.

•

Available Tuesday
October 20, 1998
On Home Video

•
•
•

(P G)

o.u,.....

•
•
•
•
•

"SANDR.;·\ BL'LI.O<

E.\tOTIO:\S

Time: 9 -11 p.m.
Place: Price Doyle Fine Arts, third floor
Auditionees should bring 16 bars of a song. be prepared
to participate in a cold reading, and toke port in a
minor donee audition.

Sum Ina: Eddie Murphy

"Holy Man"
<PG)

E\TR.

For More fnfonnation. Contact
Nathan Arnett. Director 759·9380
or
Justin Durham. Musical Director
753·7305

Presented by Murray State University's

q ffi'.iJ'

Friday ,
,.---
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CD

McDonald's

l>
c

107 N. 12th St.

o_

Movies To Go

-

1008 Chestnut St.

0

sirloin stockade

~

c

Bel-Air

The snappy
Tomato

•

111 N. 12th St.

r

3
4

@
-.........J

The Tropics
Tanning salon

-o

s

901 Coldwater Rd.

wai-Mart
809 N. 12th St.

YMCA

151oChestnut St.
209 N. 12th St.

1\\ Fli\'LST PFRFOR\1:\N<T
Sn\R 1:--.; 'Hl WE FLo \Ts."'

HOPE
FLOATS

"Ruab Hour"
(PG·13l

107 N. 12th St.

&

ya

Your Ad
Should
Be Here

china Buffet
600 N. 12th St.

ON BEING SELECTED TO OL!K.

Tile Murray state Hews wts es every
Safe and sober Fall Break!

uonce UPon A Mattress"

EWS

MINNESOTA 5-0
GREEN BAY 4· 1
TAMPA BAY 2oo3
DETROIT 1·4
CHICAGO 1-5

SAN FRANCISCO 4·1
An.ANTA4-1
NEW ORLEANS 3-2
ST. LOUIS 2·3
CAROliNA Q-5
•

HAZEL, KY 4204 9

The 62nd Annual Production of
Campus Lights Announces...

THE MURRAY STATE

DALLAS 4·2
ARIZONA3·3
NY GIANTS 2-4
PHILADELPHIA 1·5
WASHINGTON 0-6

DENVER6-0
KANSAS CITY 4·2
OAKLAND4-2
SEATTtE3oo3
SAN DIEGO 2-4

PRO RODEO EQUIPMENT
WESTERN WEAR, TACK. FEED
STALL SHAVINGS
HADL
VET SUPPLIES -.,~&aCT_,.,.

.._., Sunstar Tanning

CENTRAL

EAST

JACKSONVILLE fH>
PITTSBURGH 3·2
•BALTIMORE 2·3
CINCINNAm 2oo3
TENNESSEE 2oo3

A«

1842 STATE LINE RD. W
H WY. 893 WEST

Jason Billingsley

Detroit 3
Green Bay 10
Arizona 7
Arizona 3
Pittsburgh 7
Pittsburgh 8
Tampa Bay 3
Tampa Bay 10
Tennessee 3
Tennessee 7
Buffalo 1o
JacksonviHe 14
Atlanta 7
Atlanta 9
Minnesota 14
Minnesota 24
San Francisco 17 San Francisco 20
San Diego 7
San Diego 3
St. Louis 3
Miami 7
Dallas 7
Dallas 10
New England 14 New England 10
•Picks and margin of victory
55-26
47-34
49-32
7-8
7-6
R-7
LEAGUE STANDINGS THROUGH WEEK 6

STATE LINE
WESTERN WORLD, INC.

492-6144

Eddie Grant

DiscJocke~

Kentucl<y Oaks Mall
Paducan KY
(502) 444·0694

New-s
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AIDS
Continued from Page 1

to Sullivan that he had HIV.
Since 1993, Goldman and Sullivan have spoken to more than
500,000 students on 600 campuses. Their program, "Friendship In
the Age of AIDS," focuses on the
dangers of sex, but also focuses on
other dangers college students
face, including t he mixture of sex
and alcohol
"I don't think you could talk
about this without talking about
alcohol," Sullivan said. "We could
talk about the virus reproducing
and things like th at, but the
major thing is choices."

Goldman talked about his
addiction to alcohol during the
presentation. He said alcohol was
a major factor in his life, during
and after college.
"I really attributed the bad
choices that I made to alcohol," he
said. "I really believe alcohol is a
major player in that (the chance
of getting a sexually-transmitted
disease.)"
Goldman said one of the hardest things in his life was telling
his friends and relatives he had
HIV.
"lf I was going to stand up and
1:4!11 my story, I had to do some
things first," he said. "There's
nothing like telling your mom and
dad that you were probably going

to pass away before they did."
After fmding out he had the disease, Goldman contacted people
with whom he had sexual relationships.
"I made a list of who I had s~
ual relationships with, and I
found each of them," Goldman
said. "They all went and had tests
done, and fortunately, they came
back negative. But there were
more than seven people I'd had
sex with."
Sullivan said there were other
dangerous ways to contract HIV,
including the use of needles.
"Most high school students that
use steroids for the first time are
sitting around with friends, giving each other encouragement,"
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he said. "Then they share needles."
,
During the presentation, Goldman and Sullivan mixed comedy
and seriousness. While Goldman
talked seriously about the disease
and the effects it had on his life,
Sullivan poked fun at college
antics, but said it could later lead
to more serious effects.
"I think we' balance this show
by having the comedy," Goldman
said. "We hope that people leave
more entertained and educated.
Sullivan agreed.
"We try to make people laugh ,
and that's the whole key," he said.
"People come to the program
expecting to be depressed, and
they left happy."

"It's really convenient
for students," she said.
"They can pop by and eat
Continued from Page 1
lunch with their kids or
was either for the morning stop and talk when we are
or the afternoon. This walking on campus."
Scarborough also said
year, we offered part-time
Monday, Wednesday, Fri- she uses Murray State
day or Tuesday, Thursday facilities with her day
programs both in the care.
"We practice going up
morning and afternoons.
and
down steps in some of
Most are coming in the
the
buildings,
and we play
morning between 7:30 and
noon. Alinost 50 percent of on the campus's soft
our kids have a parent who grass," Scarborough said.
She also said Montesis either a faculty member
or a student, sometimes sori takes "walking field
both. One parent may be a trips" to the Curris Center,
faculty member while the the theatre and the art
galleries.
other will be a student.

CHILDREN

for
THE MURRAY STATE

EWS

Kentucky
Oaks Mall

at these area
businesses
Arby's Roast
Beef Restaurant
641 N.

campus COffee
Shop

FRIDAY, 9AM
5041 Hinkleville Ad .

(502) 442-9909

Shop America's largest Specialty retailer of
home electronics and appliances!

200 N. 15th St.

China Buffet
600 N. 12th St

Fifteenth & olive
216 N. 15th St.

Kroger
107 N. 12th St

McDonald's
107 N. 12th St.

Movies To Go
1008 Chestnut St

sirloin Stockade

More Top Brands

Friendly Advice

Professional Delivery

From camcorders to computers,
check out our huge assortment of
top brands and models. Want just
the basics? High-end equipment?
Something in between? It's all right
here I Along with all the information
you need to make the right choice.

we·re here to help. Our trained Sales
Counselors know every item we sell
inside and out Whether you're buying
a computer or a CD changer, we'll
make sure you take home the product
that's right for you.

Let us deliver and set up your purchase
when it's convenient for you. We'll even
haul your old appliance away.

Bel-Air

The snappy
Tomato
11 1 N. 12th St.

The Tropics
Tanning salon

Award-Winning
Car Stereo Installation

Satisfaction Guaranteed

Our experts know how to maximize
your system's performance. And ,
our work's guaranteed for as long as
you own your car!

To ensure that you get the product that's right
for you, we have a generous return policy.
See your Sales Counselor for details.

You can't get a lower price ...

EGU

E IT!

Seo below tor our Low Pnce Guarantee

90 1 Coldwater Rd.

wai-Mart
809 N. 12th St.

CIRCUIT
CIT'l
Price • Selection •
S~rvice

www.circuitcity.com

YMCA
1s1oChestnut St.
&

209 N. 12th St.
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